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Abstract
We present an annotation language wellsuited for rendering aspects of Prolog exe
cution Our annotations are special Prolog goals that act as executable comments
performing debugging at runtime No restrictions are placed upon the object lan
guage the concern being verication of full Standard Prolog programs Here we
discuss the merits of the annotations for Prolog debugging All the examples are
actual runs of our system Nope
 Introduction
We start by briey surveying previous research in debugging of Prolog pro
grams Then we summarize our annotation language introduced in  Sec 
and Sec 	 o
er a close look into the potentials of such a language for debug
ging Prolog by means of extensive examples In particular Sec 	 shows how
easily one obtains quite a useful declarative diagnoser out of two annotations
Sec  rounds o
 the survey of related work
 Debugging Prolog
In the area of Prolog debugging and validation di
erent approaches have been
put forward
The very inuential approach of declarative debugging pioneered by 
has an inherent limitation of assuming declarativeness of the debugged pred
icates Namely the predicates have to be instantiationstable monotone
in the sense that the properties of successfailure hold under substitutions if
a goal succeedsfails then any instance of it shall succeedfail as well This
clearly does not have to hold if var or nonvar is allowed which is the case
in full Prolog
Another very interesting declarative approach LPTP 	 proposes a rst
order language for rendering procedural properties of Prolog success failure
c
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and universal termination of goals in a declarative way together with a pow
erful calculus formalizing a suitable execution model for interactively proving
these properties The inherent limitation here is akin to the previous approach
only a logical subset of Prolog no cut var or assertretract allowed can be
treated
The traditional verication paradigm of prepost conditions has rst been
adopted for full Prolog in  and further promoted especially by  in the
generic framework CIAO for program development and debugging In addition
to prepost conditions their annotation language o
ers the socalled comp an
notations like in  comp qsortAB  listA varB  doesnotfail expressing
some properties of the computation here nonfailure of the query qsortAB
Behind the somewhat patchworky syntax is a more serious issue of expressive
power prepost conditions alone do not suce to express every property of
execution e g the nonfailure As stated in  no property which refers
to a sequence of intermediate states in the computation 			
 can be easily
expressed using calls and success assertions only This shortcoming of the
prepost conditions is here being compensated for by handing the more tricky
properties over to Prolog
For the benet of the user as well as for automation of debugging it is
advantageous to start from an explicit execution model The model should
ideally be simple and complete
One such model happens to be generally known The port model 
which is the basis of the standard Prolog debugger is a complete execution
model of Prolog in the sense of entailing every aspect of Prolog execution of
necessity for verication and therefore all the information one might need
This model maps a query Q to its standard trace T Q which is a sequence
of events of the form Port FT

 T
N
 where Port may be one of fcall exit fail
redog FN are predicates T
i
are terms representing the atomary steps of the
Prolog interpreter during the execution of the query Q as dened in 
A consequence of such expressive power is also that the amount of infor
mation generated by this model be overwhelming so that its straightforward
use as in the standard port debugger is often considered as too low level
One line of research addressing this problem is trace analysis of 	 and
it advocates building essentially the standard trace and ltering the non
interesting events out of it The approach bases upon primitives for sequential
forward and backward traversal of the standard trace which can be aggregated
into arbitrarily highlevel lters The user starts from an erroneous query
Q and interactively conceives and discards hypotheses about the culprit by
selecting and assessing di
erent subsets of the standard trace T Q These
subsets can be arbitrary abstract views of the execution and are built by
ltering out Starting from one subset the user can specialize it or generalize
or replace altogether until reaching the end of the trace This performs best
as exhaustive checking with dynamically changing focus
An alternative line of research based on the port model is pioneered by

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 and it advocates tracing only the interesting events The user starts typ
ically from some hypotheses and hopes to hit upon any queries that might
violate them In some cases the hypotheses can be statically proved as valid
We call this paradigm event transforming because of its typical implementa
tion As opposed to a traceanalysis system like Opium 	 where the execu
tion of the users program  will be sampled at all ports of all predicates in
a transformation system like Advice  only the execution of some selected
goals will be rerouted so virtually not the users original program  but a
transformed program 

will be executed
Our own approach  realized in the system Nope is event transforming
None of the two paradigms trace analysis vs event transforming is a
special case of the other In a transformation approach one can as well start
from an erroneous query Q and use trivial invariants that only serve to con
struct a selected subset of T Q hereby emulating trace analysis However
here one cannot change the subset midquery and is stuck with it for better or
for worse till the end of the query execution Analogously one could emulate
event transforming within trace analysis by using the invariant as the lter
For example at the call port of  Q lter out everything which is ground If
this produces a nonempty set then the invariant is violated However this
is clearly far more inecient than using a dedicated transformation checking
only  Q due to the extreme waste of overhead Apart from this in case
of several simultaneously present invariants there would probably have to be
several trace traversals 	 as opposed to only one in the other paradigm since
in general it isnt clear in advance which event is going to happen rst so the
rst event may never happen which is bad luck for the second one
As a rule of thumb one might say that trace analysis is better suited for
dynamic checking of expensive queries where as much information as possi
ble shall be tapped in order to be rolled back and forth many times using
di
erent abstract views One of its main assets lies in the completeness of
the standard trace permitting exhaustive exploration of the bugs especially
combined with trace recording Further freely abstracting over the sequence
of events compare the quote from  on page  Finally the ability to modify
the checking on the y during the execution of the query depending on
the outcome of the current lter a new one may be used in the sequel Event
transformers cannot modify their checks midquery
On the other hand event transformation having a very low runtime
overhead and allowing for quite useful annotation languages as we hope to
show in the following is better suited for quick prototyping and monitoring
The invariants serve also as valuable program documentation Some classes
of them can be checked statically
 Nope annotation language summary
To make this article selfcontained let us recall the language of 

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Annotations describe properties of predicates Such properties can be pre
or post conditions which must hold true when a predicate is called or exited
respectively Our concept transcends prepost conditions we introduce two
more kinds of annotations fail and redo annotations hence incorporating a
whole model of Prolog execution into our language This enables natural
rendering of many procedural properties of Prolog which cannot be expressed
with only prepost conditions like nonfailure There are four more novelties
in our approach First any annotation can be narrowed down to a subset
of calls via templates and contexts giving much more exible assertions
Notably the novel idea of calling context adds signicant expressive power
giving access to arbitrary program points The annotations are dened simply
as Prolog goals making them fully parametric and therefore very comfortable
for debugging Finally the annotations are applied via a general kind of
matching instead of unication enabling the use of local variables
 Call annotations
Motivated by the need to express more precisely the intended calling pat
terns of a predicate we introduced in  call annotations with the following
syntactic variants
call AtomicGoalMustHold
call AtomicGoal with TemplateMustHold
call AtomicGoal 	 with Template 
 within ContextMustHold
An example for the rst variant is call appendXY  nonvarX Y de
tailed on page  There will be diverse examples in this paper each tested
with Nope Nope is an almost standard Prolog module that recognizes our
annotations and checks them at runtime
The second variant is an enhancement of the goal specication in Prolog
namely a template allows us to specify the calling pattern more precisely than
with head unications alone In fact arbitrarily precise since a template can
be any Prolog goal The default template is true
The third variant introduces the idea of calling context a way of specifying
sets of program points The contexts are partially ordered context subsump
tion The default context is  which subsumes any other context so an
annotation without a context part applies in any context
In case of annotation failure Nope will issue a warning The default warn
ing in Nope shows the violated annotation with its arrow broken like this
 NOPE call appendA  nonvarA  
This can be overridden via the else predicate which is dened on page 
call appendXY  nonvarX Y else writequerydiverges customizes the warn
ing into  NOPE querydiverges 

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Denition  call annotation Let P be a predicate of arity n A call
annotation for Pn is a Prolog goal
call Premiss  Constraint
where Premiss  Goal  with Template   within Context  Here Goal is a Prolog
goal for Pn	 i e a Prolog term of the form PS

  S
n
 Context is a context
see Sec 
 Template Constraint are arbitrary Prolog goals
Technical note  We show our annotations mostly in the traditional
declaration form  Annotation to make them stick out but please note that
they are simply goals and can be called like any other Prolog goals amounting
to parametric annotations In case you wonder which predicate is here being
called its right the arrow 
Technical note  Our annotation language is implemented by means
of goal replacement Therefore in principle there is nothing to prevent us
from annotating arbitrary goals and not just atomary ones as opposed to
composite predications like conjunction disjunction ifthenelse or negation
For example it is just a question of slowing down the parser a notch to allow
arbitrary negated goals making it possible to express safe negation in its
most general form see Sec  The default parser of our implementation
will recognize annotated negation but conjunction disjunction and ifthen
else will be transparent i e any annotations for these builtin predicates
of Standard Prolog will be ignored as opposed to all other builtins and of
course all userdened predicates
We shall assume every call annotation in the form call Goal with Template
within Context Constraint which we may do owing to the defaults for Template
and Context
The annotations shall not be applied via unication since we consider
matching subsumption to be the more natural choice Recall that Pattern
subsumes Object if Object is an instance of Pattern i e if Object can be uni
ed with Pattern without further instantiating any variables in Object We
generalize this so as to accommodate not only equality but arbitrary goals in
Template everything goes but there is an invariant the users goal which may
not be changed
Denition  succeeds soft Let Goal and Invariant be arbitrary Prolog
goals We say that Goal succeeds soft on Invariant if Goal succeeds without chang
ing Invariant
More formally If Goal succeeds with an answer substitution  then  may
only rename Invariant written as Invariant


Invariant
Soft succeeding goals are not only of the kind   G Nope provides a
predicate callsoftG J that succeeds only softly on J for any G and any J The
advantage over   G is that callsoft allows for local variables because the
variables of G not occurring in J may get instantiated
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In Def  we dene applicability of an annotation via soft success Owing
to this we may have arbitrary premisses like pXY with XY
 Simple context
It is useful to be able to access the immediate ancestor parent of Q i e the
goal which called Q
Denition  parent of a goal The head of a clause is the parent of
each body goal If a goal is issued at the toplevel of a Prolog interpreter	
we will say that its parent is the goal false
To capture the notion of the parent we introduce contexts in the annotations
A context shall represent the parent of the annotated goal In the simplest
case it can be any atomary Prolog goal So the meaning of an annotation
for Q within Context shall be to check on Q occurring anywhere in the clause
bodies of Context One can view contexts as specifying sets of program points
namely those where the annotated goal might occur in this rst simple case
all points in the bodies of Context
Furthermore sometimes it is useful to exclude contexts For example
if we only want to check the nonrecursive calls of a predicate P we need to
express check P within any context but P For such purposes we allow negative
contexts represented as dashprexed atomary Prolog goals The meaning of 
Context is the complement of the set of program points represented by Context
i e this can be any point in the program plus toplevel dening false
outside of the denition of Context
In the following we shall further rene the idea of a context But rst we
have some questions for our contexts so far One key question about contexts
is their inheritance i e when is an annotation for Q within X pertinent to
Q within Y Also when is an annotation bound to a context CA pertinent
to a goal within a context CQ To settle these questions we dene a partial
ordering for contexts
We start from the natural lattice of rstorder atomary formulas aug
mented by a universal and a null formulas modulo renaming as introduced
by  The partial ordering  being is instance of the greatest lower bound
of two atoms being their most general unier or the special bottom element
null formula and the least upper bound being their most specic generalizer
or the special top element universal formula
Next we enhance the language Our language is the following set C of
atomary and nonatomary formulas plus the universal and the null formula
the rstorder language  modulo renaming  made of standard Prolog vari
ables function and predicate symbols and a unary operator  Atoms Q of this
language we call positive contexts and nonatoms Q we call negative negated
contexts The universal formula is represented here by  and the null formula
is represented by 
It remains to enhance the partial ordering
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Denition 	 partial ordering of contexts For positive contexts X and
Y we dene X  	 X  Y if X is an instance of Y	 X  Y if X is not uniable
with Y	 X  Y if Y  X
If we assign to every atom Q from C the set of its ground instances and to
Q all the other ground atoms in the Herbrand base B
C
for C we obtain an
isomorphism between C  and a subposet of PB
C
  Due to this
isomorphism C  is a poset and the seeming asymmetry of the denition
actually is a perfect duality X  Y i
 Y  X i
 XY are not uniable
Denition 
 context subsumes If CQ  CA	 then we say the context
CA subsumes the context CQ
We chose the names CA and CQ to suggest annotation context as opposed to
query context The interesting case is namely when an annotation context
subsumes the actual query context meaning the annotation may re
Denition  context inheritance If X  Y	 then an annotation for Q
within Y shall be inherited to X	 i e it is also an annotation for Q within X
In examples of Sec  and Sec 	 we will advocate usefulness of contexts

 Generalized Context
Assertions can be divided into predicate assertions stating properties of a
predicate and programpoint assertions stating properties that shall hold
when the code at a given point in the program is about to be executed Tra
ditionally the two classes have di
erent syntax predicate assertions being
written as declarations and programpoint assertions being scattered all over
the program code like in  Our annotations are predicate assertions How
ever due to contexts as dened so far we can capture some sets of program
points For illustrations see Sec 
There is only a small step necessary to be able to capture also individual
program points For example say we have a programpoint annotation A
placed as follows
H  B

 B
i
 A B
i
 B
n
 	 kth clause for the predicate of H
then we can simulate it in Nope as
call B
i
within Hppki  A
In other words we enhance the context specication by an optional part
programpoint linked to the simple context by an asterisk A nonasterisk
term Context is regarded as an abbreviation of Context   meaning any pro
gram point within the simple context Context The programpoint is a Datalog
term representing the intended program points like ppKJ where K is the se
rial number of the clause in the denition of the parent goal and J is the serial
number of the body subgoal counting each conjunctdisjunctimplication

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part The partial ordering  of simple contexts shall be lifted in the obvious
way to generalized contexts
 Calling premiss
For the premiss of an annotation we will also use the more evocative name
calling premiss
Denition  calling premiss subsumes goal We say that a calling pre
miss Goal with Template within Context subsumes the call port of Q for short
subsumes Q	 if at that port QGoal Template succeeds soft on Q	 and also
Context subsumes the parent of Q
More formally Let Parent be the parent goal of Q The following three condi
tions must hold If  is the answer substitution for QGoal then Q


Q If
 is an answer for Template then Q


Q Lastly Parent  Context
A logical reading of this denition leaving out the contexts shall be
 VQ  VTemplatenVQ X

 Q

 X
n
 Q
n
	 X

 G

 X
n
 G
n
 Template
Here Q

 Q
n
are respectively the rst  nth arguments of Q i e the actual
calling substitution and similarly G

 G
n
are the arguments of Goal i e the
calling substitution monitored by the annotation X

 X
n
are new variables
The monitored calling substitution together with Template constitutes the full
i e normalized monitored calling template VTerm is the set of variables
in Term So the actual calling substitution shall imply the monitored calling
template
Observe that this allows local variables namely variables that dont occur
in Goal can be used to create and propagate values from the calling premiss
throught to the constraint
Now we can dene what does it mean to apply a call annotation
Denition  applicable An annotation is applicable on a goal Q if its
calling premiss subsumes Q
Denition  call annotation satisedviolated An applicable call an
notation is satisedviolated for a goal Q	 if its constraint succeedsfails at the
call port of Q
Denition  correctness wrt annotations and queries An annota
ted program is said to be correct if	 during the computation of arbitrary queries
from the given set of allowed queries	 all the applicable annotations are satis
ed

 Following the execution model
In the previous subsection we suggested annotating the call port of a goal in
order to grasp more precisely the intended calling patterns So what about the
other three ports Here we refer to the classic model of Prolog execution 
abstracting a goal to a black box with four ports known from the debugging
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sessions
Following this model we propose a language of annotations as a step to
wards capturing procedural aspects of Prolog This language has the advan
tage of there being a workable consent among Prolog users on what the box
trace model of Prolog execution means We consider it a headstart for an
annotation language to be based upon standard concepts
Denition  port annotation Let P be a predicate of arity n A Port
annotation for Pn is a Prolog goal of the form
Event  Constraint
where
Event  Port Premiss
Port  call 
 exit 
 fail 
 redo
Premiss  Goal  with Template   within Context 
Here Goal is a Prolog goal for Pn	 i e a Prolog term of the form PS

 S
n

Context is a context Template Constraint are arbitrary Prolog goals
As in  we deal only with partial correctness because we do not claim
whether goals actually succeed fail or redo Or even get called Also as the
transformational semantics below reveals our annotation language provides
for accessing the values of variables on call and on exit from a query similar
to  Thus our language is also a language of binary assertions The actual
calling pattern is accessible on the left of  and in case of exit and redo
annotations the exit pattern is on the right This circumvents the need for
language primitives to access the callexit values
Applicability of a port annotation is dened as in Def  To dene the
meaning of port annotations we can adopt Def  But observe that a pre
miss shall always match the call port of the goal therefore we dubbed it
calling premiss
In this paper we do not dene the concept of a port But still we do
give a precise semantics of our annotations via a program transformation
Namely we show the essentials of our implementation of the runtime check
ing of annotations The implementation bases upon the following program
transformation Each annotation for a predicate P imposes a virtual trans
formation on the user program each goal PT

 T
n
 be it a toplevel query
or in a body of a clause will be computed as if changed according to the
following table here we abstract from contexts and bookkeeping to obtain a
simpler picture The labels on the arrows indicate the respective Port of the
annotation
Note that a call annotation hence corresponds to a global precondition
and an exit annotation to a global postcondition The usual coupling is
achieved via an own local precondition to a postcondition
Lemma  noninterference of port annotations Port annotations
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PT

 T
n

CALL

callsoftFullTemplate PT

 T
n


Constraint else Warn
ing PT

 T
n

 PT

 T
n

PT

 T
n

EXIT

callsoftFullTemplate PT

 T
n


PT

 T
n
 Con
straint else Warning
 PT

 T
n

PT

 T
n

FAIL

callsoftFullTemplate PT

 T
n


PT

 T
n
 Con
straint else Warning fail
 PT

 T
n

PT

 T
n

REDO

callsoftFullTemplate PT

 T
n


PT

 T
n
 true Con
straint else Warning fail
 PT

 T
n

Fig  The program transformation of Nope
in Nope are not interfering with the success set A query about the users
program  computes the same answers and in the same sequence when posed
to 	 where  denotes arbitrary port annotations with terminating and
pure templates and constraints
Annotations with a nonterminating template or constraint are clearly a
bad idea But otherwise this lemma imposes the too strong restriction of
purity upon templates and constraints In practice users prot from annota
tions with sidee
ects Like  we guarantee that no amount of annotation
tweaking will change any variables of a users query As for the rest of dan
gers we simply count on users to be sensible in their choice of sidee
ects
Lemma  follows from the program transformation of Nope Fig  where
callsoft and else have the following denitions
callsoftTest Invariant 
copytermInvariant InvariantCopy
onceTest 	 Test succeeds but is it harmless on Invariant
variantInvariant InvariantCopy 	 Other variables may be propagated
elseConstraint Warning  	 Constraint else Warning
 Constraint   Warning  true true
true
Here variant checks whether its arguments are renamings of each other
Lemma  compositionality of port annotations Port annotations
in Nope are compositional If Premiss
k
of a stated i e computed annotation
A
k
subsumes the call port of Q	 then Constraint
k
is going to be computed at
the Port
k
of Q	 no matter how many annotations	 for what ports and in what
order	 were stated until the call
This lemma follows from the program transformation of Nope

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 Illustrations
Here we give several short illustrations in support of our claim that the port
annotations are a versatile and an intuitively appealing means for debugging
Prolog enabling the user to specify general mode information to express
and support the verication of hypothetical invariants to write customized
tracers to alert to unwanted events and generally enhancing the prototyping
and selfreective capacities of Prolog
 Mergesort and its partial specication
As a rst illustration of our debugging concept we show a buggy implemen
tation of the predicate merge which expects as inputs two sorted lists of
integers and merges them into a sorted output list
 ensureloadedlibrarynope 	 how to activate NOPE
	 Precondition the inputs should make sense
 call mergeX Y Z  sortedX sortedY
else formatinputs w and w must be sorted XY
	 Postcondition
 exit mergeX Y Z with sortedX sortedY  sortedZ
mergeXXs YYs XZs  XY mergeXs YYs Zs
mergeXXs YYs XXZs  X  Y mergeXs Ys Zs
mergeXXs YYs YZs  XY mergeXXs Ys Zs
merge XXs XXs
mergeXs  Xs
sorted sorted sortedXYL  X  Y sortedYL
After loading this program we can have the following interaction
  merge  
 NOPE inputs  and  must be sorted 
yes
  merge  M
 NOPE exit mergewith sortedsorted  sorted 
M   
The second message is warning us that the postcondition is violated namely
the merging algorithm produces unsorted lists the rst and the third clause
for merge indeed have swapped comparisons
An avid reader might object that we do not need the template sortedX
sortedY in the postcondition since this is already being taken care of by the
precondition Well this is not quite true Note that there can be arbitrarily
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many annotations for a predicate even for the same port of it and they will
be composed via conjunction But still each annotation is regarded as an
independent entity in the sense of not having to take into account any other
annotations So our exit annotations actually do not assume that any call
annotations have to be satised For example if we omit the template above
and prove the following two annotations to hold
 call mergeXYZ  sortedX sortedY
 exit mergeXYZ  sortedZ
with respect to the given program and a closed set of toplevel queries then
we know that merge is only going to be called with sorted inputs and that
the output is also going to be sorted But if the call annotation fails for a
certain goal the exit annotation is still going to be checked in Nope requiring
too much of the predicate namely that merge is always going to deliver a
sorted output regardless of inputs compared to its denition
So the call annotations are global preconditions not bound to any post
condition On the other hand we do have a way of binding a certain precon
dition to a certain postcondition via the premiss of an exit annotation

 Some modes
To express that  does not alter its argument we can use the following mode
declaration
exit  X with copytermXX  variantXX
This example shows how to access the callexit values of variables
Safe negation in its most general form can be expressed as
call  X  groundX
The constraint that the rst argument of append from  be a complete
list

can be expressed and documented through the following two annota
tions
 call appendXY with varX  Y  false else writedivergence
 call appendXY with varX   Y  false else writetrivialanswers
	 append    fail 	 reject incomplete lists 		 now catched by the anns
append 
appendLLs List 
appendL List List appendLs List
Note that by using the default context we do not need to actually check
the list completeness but only the var property since each recursive call of
append will be checked Note also how the constraint false serves to alert at
runtime to unwanted events like illdened modes

A complete list is a dotstructure with the ultimate tail   as opposed to an incomplete
list whose ultimate tail is a variable
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 Use of contexts and parametricity
Due to parametricity and contexts our annotations can be seen as macro
denitions for programpoint annotations For example
lralertQ 
functorQFN functorQFN
call Q within Q   subsumesnocQQ else bark writelrQ
subsumesnocXY  groundcopyYYg XYg
 ismypredicateX lralertX fail true
monitors leftmost assuming lefttoright execution recursive calls of all my
predicates like this
  appendXY
 NOPE lrappend 
Prolog interruption h for help c
 NOPE lrappend  
Prolog interruption h for help a
Execution aborted
The utility bark tunes the warning handler of Nope to interrupt Prolog after
one warning The warning handler provides uniform and graded and fully
customizable means of handling special events like unkosher modes
 Uniform conditioning
As a hint on the merits of conditioning even the call annotations in order to
express dependencies between the input arguments see
 call functorTFN with varT  nonvarF nonvarN
Observe that here we can get rid of the template via a less readable but
equivalent
 call functorTFN  varT  nonvarF nonvarN true
However this does not hold in general Namely the call values of variables
are normally not identical with their exit values Thus templates are not
redundant even in case of pure logic programs

For programs with side
e
ects just more so because in case of exit fail and redo on the left of the
arrow we have the state before and on the right of the arrow the state after
the computation of Q

Another reason is the subsumption on the left vs unication on the right of the arrow
but that is not a vital design decision of the language the way the callexit values are

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 Tracing
The Byrd tracer is a special case of annotation composition We dont have
to bear with all four ports of a general goal pattern if we only want a specic
port of a specic goal pattern traced
failalertX  fail X  writeFail  writeX nl
 failalertpX
p  p p
p  p
p
  pK
Fail p
Fail p
Fail p
K   
 Finite failure
The failport is capturing no more rather than no Often we are interested
only in genuine no the nite failure We can derive the whole of this new
event from the basic four events for example by emulating the Prolog stack
! Q with T within Ctx  C  
call Q with T within Ctx  assertalemmaQcall
redo Q with T within Ctx  assertalemmaQredo
exit Q with T within Ctx  onceretractlemma
fail Q with T within Ctx  onceretractlemmaQWhat Whatcall  C true
Alternatively we can provide nite failure as a regular annotation say 
 on
a par with callexitfailredo This is a matter of only adding a new entry in
the transformation table of Nope amounting to two new clauses and allows
for superior code Either way we may now write
!alertX  ! X  writenitelyfailsX nl
 !alertp
and obtain the desired behaviour
  pK
nitelyfails p
K   
Nonfailure which is not expressible using prepostconditions alone can now
be expressed as
 ! Premiss  false

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So the subset assertions of  or positive examples of  would here look like
 ! qsort  false
Similarly to nite failure we can derive the event of building a resolvent
the unify port or build it in
 Toy declarative diagnoser
It is curious to note that quite a useful and ecient diagnosing heuristics
can be made of two simple parametric annotations plus two standard utilities
like querytheuser and demo
The idea is to designate a set S of atoms represented as atomary Pro
log goals possibly with templates that we consider interesting enough to be
monitored They are all going to be annotated with the following two an
notations wrong and missing The annotating process is comfortable here
because we do not have to write two sets of jSj isomorphic annotations but
only two parametric ones
wrongQ 
exit Q   wronginstanceofQ  else writeWRONG
	 Q must be monotonic see varX vs var
wronginstanceofQ Qu 
isunsatisableQ Qu
writeWRONG  writeQu write  unsatisable but provable nl
nocheck demoQu Proof check
write  proof  portrayclauseProof
missingQ 
! Q within Parent   missinginstanceofQ within Parent 
else writeMISSING
	 Q must be monotonic see nonvarX vs nonvar
missinginstanceofQ within Parent Qv 
isvalidQ Qv
writeMISSING  writeQv write  valid but not provable nl
printcontextParent Qv
printpossiblematchesQv
isunsatisableQ Qu    askuser  
isvalidQ Qv    askuser  
The annotations are rather selfexplanatory as they consist of reading query
ing the oracle i e user writing messages and a call of the classic meta
predicate demo To make it oraclefriendly we add some bookkeeping mem
oizing
The basic idea is to monitor success and nite failure of our predicates
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If a goal Q succeeds with an answer substitution  Q may not have an
unsatisable instance wrong atom in the intended semantics given by the
oracle Similarly if a goal nitely fails it may not have a valid instance
missing atom in the intended semantics This presupposes as usual for
declarative degugging that the predicates themselves are also declarative in
the sense of monotonicity dened on page 
This error monitoring can be simple and helpful on its own as illustrated in
Sec  but we can even have heuristic error diagnosing at no extra cost by
observing that the rst atom to violate one of the annotations doesnt depend
on any other erroneous atoms of S and therefore gives a fair indication of the
culprit of the error  modulo the predicates outside of S which are invisible
An excerpt of execution should clarify this The intended semantics as
elicited from the user is shown boxed the rows ending in  feed in the
defaults shown in square brackets
 ddebug 	 denition of wrong and missing annotations see above
 wrongisortXY missingisortXY 	 A
 wronginsertXYZ missinginsertXYZ 	 A
	 TheArt program 
isortXXs Ys  isortXs Zs insertX Zs Ys
isort 
insertX YYs XYYs  X  Y 	 bug
insertX YYs YZs  X  Y insertX Ys Zs
insertX  X
The rows A and A set up a declarative debugger DS

 for the isort
program with S

 f insertXYZ isortXY  for all X Y Z X Y g After
loading this piece of code we can have the following debugging session
  isort Result
isortis valid y
insertis valid y
isortis valid y
insertis valid y n
WRONG insert  unsatisable but provable
 proof insert   
provable
 NOPE WRONG 
isortis valid y n
WRONG isort  unsatisable but provable
 proof isort  
isortisortqedinsertqed
insertprovable
 NOPE WRONG 
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Result    
insertis valid y
insertis valid y
isortis valid y
Result    
no
  bark 	 enforces a Prolog interruption after the rst warning
yes
  isort Result
insertis valid y
isortis valid y
insertAis unsatisable y n
 your counterexample insertA insert
MISSING insert  valid but not provable
 context isort  
isort A
insert A 
 matching insert   

 NOPE MISSING 
Prolog interruption h for help a
Execution aborted
In case of missing answers we present also the calling context of the failed
goal to help further localize the error This is made possible by the Context
part of the annotations
Observe that we did not specify any templates in our annotations but we
could have in order to reduce the noise That would correspond to shrinking
the set S By incrementally addingsubtracting the atoms tofrom S we can
steer the precision and noise of the diagnosis For example if we replace the
rows A and A with the following
 wrongisortXY with  sortedY 	 a calling template
 missingisortXY with  sortedY
 wronginsertXYZ with Y  
 missinginsertXYZ with Y  
then we monitor the corresponding set S

 S

 The atoms excluded from S

are not bearing upon diagnosis so this halves the amount of questioning by
leaving out many boring bits while still nding the culprit
  isort Result
insertis valid y n
WRONG insert  unsatisable but provable
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 proof insert   
provable
 NOPE WRONG 
Result    
insertis valid y
Result    
no
  isort Result
insertAis unsatisable y n
 your counterexample insertA insert
MISSING insert  valid but not provable
 context isort  
isort A
insert A 
 matching insert   

 NOPE MISSING 
no
To enhance the debugger to be able to handle goals with templates all
we had to do is add two lines of code since the Goal part of our annotations
is compositional in templates i e in place of a goal Q we may substitute
Q with T
 Related work coda
In Sec  we started a comparison of debugging methods for Prolog which
we now round o
 with a few technical questions For some more details
and references about the declarative work in the area of Prolog verication
especially the annotation languages see 
The idea of inserting checks at strategic places in a program  instru
menting it into a program 

 is a traditional debugging aid which is being
continually rened upon For C the library macro assert serves the purpose
of aborting a program after issuing a message in case the given expression is
zero at the given point in the program
Often it is tiresome to insert the checks manually Automating this by a
tool which instruments the program without the users having to meddle with
the sources is an attractive prospect Such a tool has to be noninterfering
i e must not change the meaning of the program the program must feel the
same
One such kind of tool are tracers doing no checking but just sampling
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the execution at some predened points A further step towards automated
verication is coupling some actual checks with some points of execution
Traditionally prepost conditions are being employed for this purpose e g
design by contract in Ei
el In Prolog one could observe several directions
of rening this idea
On acceptancy grounds a smooth integration of the debugging tool in the
Prolog mode of operation is recommended Recall that Prolog operates as a
readinterpretwrite loop So we can modify the Prolog reader persuading it
to read in not our program  but the instrumented program 

this is what
Nope does Or we can even modify the program after it has been read in this
is what the original Advice does hence its limitation on modiable predicates
Or we can modify the Prolog interpreter persuading it to compute with our
program  a bit di
erently like it were 

 This is what happens after trace or
debug is issued and also in the Advice reimplementation in Quintus Prolog
which we here refer to as AdviceQ as well as in Opium
The alternative to these smooth methods is to write an own Prolog inter
preter i e a metainterpreter which is an eciency problem For practice
the program feeling the same with and without the debugging tool means
also that the program shall not be slowed down too much However the
main concern of preserving the programs meaning may not be compromised
for eciency
Metainterpretation wont be discussed here Modifying  is employed in
Advice Nope and CIAO The more surgical method of modifying Prolog is
employed in the standard debugger Opium and AdviceQ The original Advice
as well as Nope do not modify Prolog we call them noninvasive upon Prolog
The standard debugger AdviceQ and Opium do not modify 
In AdviceQ the advised predicates dont get modied at all except calls
to them get trapped by a mechanism that checks for and applies the relevant
piece of advice at the various procedure box ports  In Opium all of the
calls get trapped The same lowlevel mechanism as used by the standard
debugger This accounts for the basic di
erence in runtime eciency between
the two paradigms of Advice and Opium
There is a technical issue to consider if a debugging tool is to be in daily
use For annotations which are currently unchecked or for predicates with
out any annotations the user expects that there be no perceptible decline
in performance so that the user doesnt have to abandon 

in order to do
some serious work with  Recall the NDEBUG switch for assert This
is fullled in Advice AdviceQ and Nope having idle overhead linear in the
number of annotated predicates e g in Nope this means three resolutions per
annotated predicate
One further criterion discriminating between the transformation tools is
whether the transformation is performed on a goal basis or on the predicate
basis Advice or CIAO transform predicates i e annotated predicates will
be replaced by their instrumentations Nope transforms goals at only the
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program points specied in the contexts This further saves runtime overhead
The program points can be in the program or at toplevel
To conclude the discussion of software related to Nope let us summarize
the relationship to Advice Advice  di
ers from Nope in several ways the
main being it has unary assertions uses unication instead of matching has
no contexts negated occurences of a predicate cannot be checked on their
own as no builtins can be checked Regarding the rst item it is possible
to enhance the goal replacement of Advice so that the calling pattern is being
captured and made available to the advice checker The second item is of
course an advantage of Advice over Nope since matching can be emulated by
unication but not vice versa The third and fourth item seem  to remain
true restrictions of Advice
Finally let us summarize Nope Nope is rather minimally invasive upon
 and none upon Prolog i e it wont modify the lowlevel of its host Prolog
interpreter Also it is an almost standard Prolog program The only es
sential facility outside of the ISO Prolog standard but necessary for Nope
is term expansion

 The program transformation Nope is performing is
goal replacement at precisely the program points specied in the premisses
This is achieved by term expansion in a noninterfering way in the sense of
Lemma  and with small runtime overhead
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